Subcortical modulation of high-frequency (gamma band) oscillating potentials in auditory cortex.
The purpose of this study was to use depth electrical stimulation and retrograde horseradish peroxidase (HRP) labeling to determine what role certain subcortical nuclei play in the neurogenesis of high-frequency gamma (approximately 40 Hz) oscillations in rat auditory cortex. Evoked and spontaneous electrocortical oscillations were recorded with the use of a high-spatial-resolution multichannel epipial electrode array while electrical stimulation was delivered to the posterior intralaminar (PIL) region of the ventral acoustic thalamus and to the centrolateral nucleus (CL) and the nucleus basalis (NB), which have been previously implicated in the production of cortical gamma oscillations. PIL stimulation consistently evoked gamma oscillations confined to a location between primary and secondary auditory cortex, corresponding to the region where spontaneous gamma oscillations were also recorded. Stimulation of the CL and NB did not evoke gamma oscillations in auditory cortex. HRP placed in the cortical focus of evoked gamma oscillations labeled cell bodies in the PIL, and in more lateral regions of the ventral acoustic thalamus, which on subsequent stimulation also evoked gamma oscillations in auditory cortex. No cells were labeled in either the CL or NB. These results indicate that the PIL and the lateral regions of ventral acoustic thalamus provide anatomically distinct input to auditory cortex and may play an exclusive and modality-specific role in modulating gamma oscillations in the auditory system.